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About the Beacon
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The Beacon for Sustainable 
Living is an initiative supporting 
those leading the way on 
sustainable everyday living. 
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Who is the Beacon?
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The Beacon is shining a light on 
fresh, bold solutions that match 
the scale and pace needed to reach 
1.5 degree, one-planet living. 

We support and connect actors 
with this heightened level of 
transformative ambition.

Together, we take action with 
inspired creative strategies and 
overlooked solutions.
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Reinforce the foundations of 
sustainable living: living within 
ecological limits in fairness and 
justice for wellbeing and prosperity. 

Unlock our creativity and 
innovation in this moment of 
transition.

Support rich approaches to 
advancing sustainable living. 

We aim to:
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1. Clarifying and taking action on 
sustainable living solutions and 
messaging.

2. Envisioning sustainable living 
futures.

3. Skill-sharing to generate 
momentum among actors ready 
to act with the ambition necessary.

Our activities:
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Communicating 
the Beacon 
foundations
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The Beacon foundations of 
sustainable living: 

Living within ecological limits
In fairness and justice
For wellbeing and prosperity
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Living within ecological limits

We want to promote sustainable 
living at the size, scale and 
urgency required – supporting 
actions that are aligned with the 
science and that have clear and 
timely outcomes.

FOUNDATION
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Effective communications...

Target the audiences / behaviours / lifestyle options that 
can make the most difference: 

● Prioritize prosperous, high-emitting populations.

● Target large absolute reductions in material / energy 
across the domains of food, housing, mobility, goods.

● Position behaviors as part of a suite of actions that 
comprise sustainable living.

● Situate domain actions within the broader system 
even if the campaign focuses on single domain.
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FOUNDATION
Living within ecological limits



Effective communications... 

Use the ecological footprint as a core entry point:

● Connect lifestyle shifts to the constraints of a finite planet.

● Incorporate accessible measurement tools (calculators).

● Share research / statistics that explain the problem, identify 
opportunities and validate impacts.

● Consider life-cycle impacts: e.g., higher footprints may occur 
during production (food / meat) or use (cars, appliances).

Promote shifts that can have relatively quick impacts.

Celebrate success, and show clear paths to the next level of 
change.
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FOUNDATION
Living within ecological limits



We want to show that it’s possible 
on any budget, with any life 
situation, and in any location, to 
make a positive impact through 
our daily living choices.
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FOUNDATION
Fairness and justice
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Effective communications…

Advance solutions that support and benefit everyone:

● Appeal to secular, universal values such as fairness 
and equity.

● Include those who are most vulnerable because of 
social and economic inequalities.

● Link to ongoing crises that people are dealing with 
as a result of systemic injustice.

FOUNDATION
Fairness and justice



We want to present a clear vision 
for how to thrive (not just survive) 
via one-planet lifestyles – as 
individuals and communities. 
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FOUNDATION
Wellbeing and prosperity
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FOUNDATION
Wellbeing and prosperity

Effective communications…

Are guided by the ultimate end of wellbeing:

● Point to the many co-benefits of sustainable living, 
including economic, spiritual, physical, etc.

● Emphasize better living and improved quality of life.

● Profile and celebrate the non-consumptive aspects of life 
including belonging, trust, purpose, service. 

● Contrast existing high-consuming lifestyles with richer, 
deeper and more meaningful ones.



Strategic shifts for 
sustainable living
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FOUNDATION 18

Strategic shifts for sustainable livingStrategic shifts for sustainable living

● From consumption to better living

● From individual behaviour to individual AND 
systems change

● From static to dynamic

● From limits to regeneration

● From one-size-fits-all to diverse ways of living 



FOUNDATION

Strategic shifts for sustainable living

from…
an emphasis only on greening products, 
doing less; over-focus on consumer and 
consumption domains 

to…
a broadened focus on life and living in 
all its richness / meaningfulness; 
redefining wellbeing; cross-cutting 
solutions

● Consuming to better living

● Individual to individual AND 
systems change

● Static to dynamic

● Limits to regeneration

● One-size-fits-all to diverse 
ways of living

➜
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FOUNDATION

Strategic shifts for sustainable living

from…
an emphasis on individual choice and 
behaviour; placing the burden just on 
individuals for change

to…
systemic changes reinforced by 
individual behaviours; collective actions; 
significant roles for policy, markets, 
culture, media, education, finance, 
infrastructure, institutions, etc.

● Consuming to better living

● Individual to individual AND 
systems change

● Static to dynamic

● Limits to regeneration

● One-size-fits-all to diverse 
ways of living 

➜
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FOUNDATION

Strategic shifts for sustainable living

from…
measuring footprint snapshots at a 
single point in time in people’s lives

to…
recognizing that our lives are changing 
and dynamic across domains, life 
stages, and societal transitions; 
opportunities exist in shifting social 
practices and time-use patterns

● Consuming to better living

● Individual to individual AND 
systems change

● Static to dynamic

● Limits to regeneration

● One-size-fits-all to diverse 
ways of living

➜
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FOUNDATION

Strategic shifts for sustainable living

from…
focusing on messages of sacrifice and 
less harm

to…
fostering healing abundance, 
restoration of social and ecological 
communities, envisioning alternative 
futures, coming home to our Earth

● Consuming to better living

● Individual to individual AND 
systems change

● Static to dynamic

● Limits to regeneration

● One-size-fits-all to diverse 
ways of living

➜
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FOUNDATION

Strategic shifts for sustainable living

from…
focusing on one-size-fits-all global or 
universal living standards 

to…
acknowledging diverse kinds of 
lifestyles and livelihoods – across 
cultures, income groups and 
environments

● Consuming to better living

● Individual to individual AND 
systems change

● Static to dynamic

● Limits to regeneration

● One-size-fits-all to diverse 
ways of living ➜
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Communicating 
the Beacon 
strategic shifts
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STRATEGIC SHIFT:

From consuming to better living
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From consuming to better living

FROM...
● focusing only on “greening” products 

and consumption (eco-labels)

● emphasis on purchasing (willingness 
to pay)

● over-focus on consumption domains 
(food, energy, water, etc.), material 
flows and hotspots 

● orienting solutions mostly around 
‘doing less’ (reductions)

STRATEGIC SHIFT

TO...
● wider perspectives of what constitutes 

living a good and meaningful life

● focusing on well-being and quality of 
life

● a capacity to imagine life differently

● finding solutions outside the 
marketplace 

● orienting solutions around what we 
gain in addition to reductions
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FOUNDATION

We want to show people that sustainable living 
is not just about purchasing differently or shifting 
consumption patterns. It also includes the more 
intangible aspects of everyday life, including our 
values and social norms and fulfilling our needs 
through non-market options and practical 
instruments to achieve wellbeing.
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From consuming to better living
STRATEGIC SHIFT



Effective communications...

Promote an optimistic, positive vision of the future:

● Show that it’s possible – and desirable – to live better by consuming within ecological limits.

● Highlight that a “good life” means improving our well-being while protecting against risks: 
the faster we transform our daily lives, the sooner we’ll enjoy the benefits and limit harm.

Design around existing choices, interests and values of everyday lives: 

● Link sustainable living to issues people care about: community, patriotism, beauty, health, 
security, identity, belonging, comfort, convenience, frugality, local issues.

● Focus on self-transcending values, not just monetary / personal gain: collaboration, 
interdependence, connection, mutual support, equality, compassion, welfare of others.

STRATEGIC SHIFT

From consuming to better living
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Effective communications...

Promote low-carbon options as opportunities for better quality of life, rather than as 
sacrificial measures. 

Highlight benefits including:

● Personal benefits: health, security, well-being, social connection, saving money, free time, 
time with family and friends, etc.

● Societal benefits: reducing pollution and congestion, community cohesion, job and business 
creation, etc.

STRATEGIC SHIFT

From consuming to better living
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STRATEGIC SHIFT:

From individual to individual AND systems change 
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STRATEGIC SHIFT

From individual to individual AND systems change

FROM...
● placing the burden of responsibility 

entirely on individuals 

● consumer scapegoatism (i.e., view 
that green consumerism alone will shift 
society toward sustainability)

● the small-action trap; limited agency; 
attitude-behaviour gap

● false dichotomy: individual vs. 
structural / systemic changes

TO…
● enabling systemic changes reinforced 

by individual behaviours

● changes in systems of provisioning, 
institutions, infrastructure

● new institutions that embody the ethos of 
sustainability, including new business 
models / ways to meet needs

● collective actions in groups such as 
neighbourhoods, workplaces, clubs

● role of policy, markets, culture, media, 
education, finance, infrastructure, 
institutions 31



FOUNDATION 32

We want to show people that their individual 
actions matter and, in combination with the actions 
of others, are powerful in influencing broader 
government, business and community initiatives.

STRATEGIC SHIFT

From individual to individual AND 
systems change



STRATEGIC SHIFT

From individual to individual AND systems change
Effective communications...

Give people a clear role, with tangible things to do at various time scales:

● Offer easy, bite-sized steps that anyone can take now, but still are science-based and impactful.

● Show how change starting at the household level, extends to community, and profile how these 
relate to changes in policy / markets / infrastructure.

Show how personal actions create opportunities to influence systemic change:

● Explain how individual actions add up to produce positive change.

● Indicate how they can lead to policy shifts, new business strategies, new infrastructure, etc.

● Highlight small-scale actions as part of a bigger picture.
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STRATEGIC SHIFT

From individual to individual AND systems change

Effective communications...

Emphasize the benefit of connecting with others with common values to impact change:

● Focus on peer-to-peer engagement / education to foster collective shifts in behaviour.

● Promote the idea of shared responsibility, rather than individual cost / benefit analysis.

Inspire people within their communities:

● People get inspired when they see others taking action, when they get positive feedback 
on new behaviours and when they see that their actions have a wider effect. 

● Encourage people to join forces to influence powerful actors – governments, markets, 
financial institutions, media, educators – that shape our lives.
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STRATEGIC SHIFT:

From static to dynamic
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From static to dynamic
STRATEGIC SHIFT

FROM…
● snapshots of individual footprint 

impacts in one moment in time

● a static understanding of daily living 

● the limited view that life transitions 
are defined by single moments

TO…
● embracing the changing nature of our lives 

– across and within domains, life stages / 
transitions, and societal transitions 

● understanding that periods of disruption 
can change views, responses and habits

● identifying opportunities to shift practices 
during life transitions: university, moving, 
new job, marriage, baby, retirement, 
immigrating, celebrations / loss, gift-giving

● enabling a shift in social practices and time- 
use patterns (e.g., staggered commuting times 
to travel to work to reduce traffic congestion)
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FOUNDATION 37

We want to show that sustainable living practices are 
possible, easy and enjoyable during all periods of 
change and diverse stages of our lives – and that 
many people are already doing these practices.

STRATEGIC SHIFT

From static to dynamic



From static to dynamic
STRATEGIC SHIFT

Effective communications...

Target the context in which ingrained, habitual behaviours occur, and the dynamics of life:

● Reach people within their routines, vs. asking them to find you. 

● Minimize the hassle and make it fun, affordable and accessible.

Engage potential allies in enabling life transitions to be supported moments of change: 

• Could Include: families, friends, teachers, career counsellors, banks, immigration support, wedding 
planners, realtors, movers, artists, faith communities, elders...
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STRATEGIC SHIFT:

From limits to regeneration
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STRATEGIC SHIFT

From limits to regeneration

FROM...
● restrictive framing around only limits 

and boundaries

● over-focus on reducing harm and 
sacrificing

● a lack of control over the challenge

● narrow visions of sustainable futures 

TO...
● sufficiency, thriving – signaling 

‘non-consumption’

● regenerating the healthy abundance of 
social and ecological communities

● introspection and spiritual reflection

● coming home to our Earth

● rich visions of sustainable living futures
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FOUNDATION 41

We want to inspire people with the 
understanding that the human footprint 
on Earth can be positive and an overall 
force for good on the planet.

STRATEGIC SHIFT

From limits to regeneration



STRATEGIC SHIFT

Effective communications...

Build people’s confidence in their ability to have personal control (efficacy):
● Support the idea that there is something they can do, and that it will make a difference. 

(“Am I capable of accomplishing the action?”  “Will it be effective?”)

● Provide resources that enable people to take control, break habits and reduce risks.

Point to the diverse communities developing innovative solutions that build resilience:
● Distinguish between reducing consumption and preserving low-impact lifestyles.
● Illustrate how a life of sufficiency can be a very good, and even a restorative, life.

Emphasize the benefits of reconnecting to each other, with nature and with self:
● Engage the spiritual dimension and compelling visions of life in sustainable futures.

From limits to regeneration
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STRATEGIC SHIFT:

From one-size-fits-all to diverse ways of living
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STRATEGIC SHIFT

Effective communications...

Accommodate the diversity in lifestyles:

● Recognize that there are many sustainable life choices, not just one path.

● Highlight the spectrum of people making changes and the motivations behind them.

● Show sustainable living across regions, incomes, gender, age, ethnicity, culture, politics, 
etc.

From one-size-fits-all to diverse ways of living 
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Communications resources

● Climate Access – climateaccess.org

● Climate Outreach – climateoutreach.org

● Mindworks Institute

● Yale Program on Climate Change Communication – 
climatecommunication.yale.edu
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Connect with us

At the Beacon, we are shining a light on bold sustainable living solutions that are 
simple and possible. We offer creative strategies at the scale and impact necessary.

The Communications Scan was last updated in November 2021.

We welcome any feedback or reflections on either the scan or the Beacon 
approach, please contact us at  beacon4SL@oneearthweb.org.

Join us as we continue this journey.
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Beacon4SL.com
visit us at:


